THEMATIC COMPILATION OF RELEVANT INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

ARTICLE 10 UNCAC

PUBLIC REPORTING

UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA (SEVENTH MEETING)

In relation to public reporting (article 10)

Answer:

The right to information in Tanzania is the constitutional right as stipulated under Article 18 of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977, as amended from time to time, though the right to information is subject to other laws of the country. That means various information can be directly available to the General Public through various modes, including electronic means, while others upon request by persons.

In Tanzania various informations relating to corruption are reported through the PCCB website. The same informations are available in the National portal. However such informations on allegations and investigations are revealed in terms of Numbers (Number of allegations received and Number of files investigated). Names of persons (informants) who reveal corruption allegations and those investigated are not revealed as per section 51 and 52 of the Prevention and Combating of Corruptin Act and the general protection under the Whistlebrowers Act, 2015.